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FOREWORD
I
This report summarizes the work performed during the seco._d
year of scientific and technical support to the Planetary QuarantineOfficer under Contract NASw-2503. The reporting pcriod extended
from April 1, 1973 to March 31, 1974.
Technical review of the work was performed by Dr. L.B. Hall,
NASA Planetary Quarantine Officer, assisted by Mrs. S. Gallagher.
Major contributors to Exotech's work during the contract year
were:
i E. Bacon
H. James
T. Janssen
- R. Lyle
., J. Rusk
S. Schalkowsky
- P. Stabekis
! Program Manager
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INTRODUCTIO N
The objective of the effort provided for under contract NASw- '
2503 was to support the Planetary Quarantine Programof NASA in its re-
search and management functions. This broad objective was more speci-
__ fically defined to include: .
!
• Support of the Planetary _uarantine research program
t- with systemsanalysis techniques.
! . Providing research integration where needed.
. Maintenance of planetary quarantine operational records.
i Evaluation of operational plans
• Supportof technology transfer between research efforts
f and flight projects within NASA.
. Supply technical supportto the Planetary Quarantine
" Office•
This report summarizesthe work performed under the contract
according to the specific tasks set out in the statement of work. The per-formance was not as task specific as may be inferred by this organization of
the report, but rather comprised an integrated operation employing the scien-
'_" [ tific and technical skills of the project team to:
Complete the basic knowledge needed to achieve
planetary quarantine
Improve the methodsof analysis
[ Improve the knowledge and use of the planetary
quarantine parameters involved
Identify potentially contaminating events
Further the dissemination of ,_ew technology to
. the flight projects, and
• Improve the orderly application of management
to the planetary quarantine problem•[" The effort throughout the contract period was directed principally
toward the advancement of NASA Planetary Quarantine Technolo_'y and
I Management that will be applicable to all future missions to planets of bio-
i | logical interest. Majoremphasishas been on the Viking '75 Mission with
somewhat lessarduousactivity to meet the needsposed by Pioneers 10 and
11 and Mariner Venus Mercury '73.
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1he material in this report is organized in four parts; viz., a
I section describing the work performed on each of the twelve tasks, a
statement of _oncluslons and recommendations, Appendix A which pre-
sents details on three of the c,nalytical studies performed and Appendix B
I which contains the two Technical Information Memoranda issued during
this contract year.
I
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TASK SPECIFICS
Task 1. Evaluation of the Impact of Changes in Planetary Quarantine
Requireme_ts
Planetary quarantine requirements and parameter_ result ftom standard_
developed by COSPAR, recommendations made by the Space Science Board (SSB)
' of the National Academy of Sciences and _rom specifications generated within
NASA. Periodic reassessmentsof these reauirement_ are undertaken and are moti-
i vated by new information concerning the risks and the probability of planeta:y
contamination by terrestrial microorganisms and by advances in the technology of
planetary quarantine implementation.
Under this task, evaluations are conducted to support the justification
and establlshment of these requirements and to estimate their implication upon
flight projects•
Work performed during the contract year related principally to rhe
I review of the fol lowing parameters:
t D values
Ps(r) for surface burden
P(g) for Mars and Outer Planets
• P(N) for Saturn missions
" _ P(st) for surviving space travel
D Values -- The effect of preliminary data describing the heat resist-
J" ance of naturally-occurring microorganisms on sterilization requirements wasalyzed nd a possible methodology for the as essmentof th se data was de-
veloped. In addition, the need for further research was identified. The results
1[ of this assessmentwere presented by Mr. S. Schalkowsky for members of the AIBS
! Planetary Quarantine Panel at Denver on July 13, 1973. An earlier analysis of
teflon strip experiments with naturally occurring microorganisms by Mr. P. D.
I Stabekls--dlscussed in Task 8--served as a primary input to Mr. Schalkowsky'spresentation. Both analyses are included in Appendix A.
J Ps(r) - The possibility of a change in the value of Ps(r) as a resultof the work-o'f'-Mr. M. Chafigny of NBRL, and others engaged in surface release
studies, was reviewed to determine if the current specification-which is recog-
I nized to be conservative--can be reduced.
I
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P(g) -- Values for the probability of growth are needed for Saturn
and other Outer Planets and their satellites to facilitate advanced miss;an
planning. Pertinent PQO-sponsored research, conducted principally b;, the
Jet Propulsion Laboralory, and related space studies by others were reviewed
i in an effort to develop a range of poss;ble values for this parameter.
; Assistance was provided to members of Stanfurd Research Institute,
1 (SRI), in their review of the evaluation and application of P(g) for Mars. In
particular, we provided background and historical material and discussed the
evolution of the PO requirements model during a visit to Exotech by SRI
6-1973. We lute= reviewed the SRI draftpersonnel on August 7, report en-
titled, "A Probabilistic Model of hanetary Contamination: Project Viking, "
by B.R. Judd and D. Warner North. Discussions and further review of the
j document were held at a meeting at the Stanford Research InsHtute on
October 2Sth.
t- P(N) -- A value for P(N), the allowable probability of cor.tami-
nation, for t_e Saturn leg of the Pioneer 11 mission option was aeveloped using
I an allocation scheme similar to thct employed for Mars, Venus and Jupiter. Therecommended value of 1 x 10-4 for Saturn and its satellites has been tentatively
opproved by the PQO.
j_ P(st) - At the request of the PQO, a review was made of research
relating to microbial lethality of space vacuum-temperature based upon data
I" previously presented to the Planetary Quarcsntine Panel, new data from JPL
l tests and from pertinent literature. Recommendations, based on this review and
analysis were prepared and presented by Mr. R.P. Wolfson to PQP on April 26,
" 1973 at Cape Kennedy, Florida. Mr. Wolfson's presentation ;s included inAppendix A. Following a subsequent presentation by Dr. D. Taylor of JPL at
the PQP meeting in San Francisco on February 22, 1974, a new specification
| sheet was issued for this parameter applicable only to the Viking '75 mission.|
;_ In addition to the review of the above discussed parameters, a new
parameter was introduced. It refers to the minimum number of spores per assay,nmin, acceptable in determining the minimum terminal sterilization cycle. The
value for this parameter was arrived at using the results of a meeting of the
J Viking Terminal SterilizaHon Process, held in Denver on December 1 I, 1973.
Overall, in the compilation of parameter specifications issued in the
I PQ Specification Book -- an activity addressedin Task 5 -- over thirty (30)separate parameters were reviewed for currency and adequacy.
'1
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lask 2. Maintain and Operate the Planetary Quarantine Document System !I ,i
The Quarantine Document System (QDS) is an indexed file of mate-
rial pertinent to the review of flight project quarantine plans and operations.
I This task covers the operation, maintenance and updating of the
system. It requires the application of techniques for source identification,
I acquisition criteria, cataloguing indexing, responsive
and and retrieval.
Many retrievals were requested by PQO and ESI staff members in
I support of such activities as the NASA Life Sciences Committee'_ review of
the Planetary Quarantine Program, the Viking Project Bioassay Program, the
preparation of materials for presentation at COSPARt PQP and at the Space-
I craft Sterilization Seminars and of the review of parameter specifications,
e.g., Task 1.
I Among the retrievals conducted during this contr_cr period, in sup-
port of the PQO, are:
t • Material relating to agreements made with the VPO
regarding Viking bioassays
I • COSPAR's position on sample return and back contami-nation
I • Transmittal letters for Post Launch Analysis reports forpast issions
• Decisions and policy actions bearing on outer planet
I quarantine
• Background discussions and actions relating to sample
I return and back contamination strategies and missions
• Material relating to the review of Viking Program PQ
' • Plan, the VLC Sterilization Plan and the Viking Micro-
I biological Assay Plan
• References to tests of the sensitivity of microorganisms
I to radiation applied after heat treatment
• Schemes and values used for Pc allocation to flight
i projects
Additional summarlzations in special binders have been provided on:
. I • PQ Policies, Decisions and Actions for Outer Planet Missions
I • Planetary Quarantine IssuesRelating to Sample Return Missions
5
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The QDS staff was called on to provide several reference
I searches fo, papers and presentations being readied for publication in well
known journals, etc. Much of the referenced materials are contained in
the rapidly expanding system.
During the contract period the QDS experienced a growth of
379 documents, raising to 904 the total number of documents in the system.
t
Task 3. Microbial Cc.ntamlnatlon Legs
- The Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) has asked each launch-ing nctlon to supply it with information on all planetary missions that will permit
the malntenance of a contamination log. For purposes of records and the alloca-
- tion of contamination probabilities to future missions to planets of biologicalinterest, the Planetary Qu rantine Officer requires a log of missions of all
nations insofar as data are available.
I
This task supports the preparation and maintenance of these logs. In
particular, it reauires:
Ii . Maintaining the existing space logs of United States
_ planetary missions for all planets of biological interest.
Obtaining data from pre and post launch analyses and
entering for new missions as they occur.
i Applying extrapolation and estimation techniques toforeign data when exact data are not available.
Preparing for the Planetary Quarantine Office_ a
11 current log of United States missions for presentation
_. to the Planetary Quarantlne Panel of COSPAR at
|o their annual meeting.
I
• Maintaining in the Planetary Ouarantine Office a
status board of the United States space log updated
_° within two weeks of the time the data become avail-
| able, supplying copies by photographic or other means
within seventy-two (72) hours following request by the
i Planetary Quarantine Officer.
During this contract year, a log for the planet Jupiter was prepared
I and the Mars and Venus logs were updated. Copies of these logs were submitted
to the PQO for delivery at the annual COSPAR meeting held at Konstanz, FRG
• I
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in May 1973. The retargetlng of Pioneer 11 has been followed closely, since
one of the options under consideration was to place the spacecraft in a Saturn
fly by trajectory. If this option is chosen, a contamination log will be estab-
lished for the planet Saturn.
As additional flight data became available from Pioneer 10 and 11
and Mariner 10 the logs were updated. Summarizations were noted on the PQ
Status Board. The updated data appear in column 11, 14 and 15 (see Figure 1).
Task 4. Maintenance of Allocation Bank
The United States and the Union of Soviet Soclalist Republics plus
other launching nations have each been allotted a portion of the total probability
of contamination of Mars and with an estimate of the total numberof missionsthat
may be flown by each nation. From these data, the Planetary Quarantine Officer
makespre-launch allocations of the probability of contamination that my be used
i by each nation.
t
The purpose of this task is to assistthe Planetary Quarantine Officer in
i making the most liberal allocation, consistent with COSPAR policy, to each UnitedStates mission. In achieving his goal, da a were acquired to maintain, on a current
basis, recordsof the allocation of the probability of contamination to each plane-
tary mission. These data were entered and compiled irl columns 17 and 18 of the
PQ Status Board (see Figure 2).
, Resultsof the Pioneer 10, 11 and Mariner 10 missionswere continuously
! reviewed for possible effects on the allocation banks for Venus, Jupiter, and
possibly, Saturn.
I
I A review of the statusof missionsuballocations was performed. QDS
references summarizingreview results are shown in Table 1.
) A P(N) value for the Saturn encounter option of the Pioneer 11 mis-
sion was developed and recommendedfor application. Allocation methodsfor
" outer planet missionswere reviewed.
. Task 5. Creation and Maintenance of List of Approved Parameters
" Uniformity of policy and facilitation of document review can be ef-
. fected through a listing of parametersand requirements employed by flight pro-
jects in validating compllance with basic PQ constraints. This task covers
I 7
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TABLE I.
P(N)-PROBABILffY OF CONTAMINATION ALLOCATION STATUS
,,
PLANET MISSION DOCUMENTATION REFERENCE
Sub-allocatlon Schemes for PQ-109 (Allocates to 70 landers
All Martian M;sslons and 30 non-lat_ders)
PQ-87 (Allocates to 18 future U.S.
fl ight?)
PQ--369 (Reollocates r .covetable
allor Gtions}
E M,arinm Mars '64 (Governed by NASA-develol0ed
spec if; cat ;ons)
MARS Mm|ner Mars '69 (Governed by speclfl_:at;on de-
riving from COSPAR 26.5)
Mariner Mars ', [PQ-109 (Recommends to SL an allocation
cf 30 x 10"6)
PQ--41 (Authorlzes use of 71 x 10"6)
Viking '75 rPQ-109 (Recommends to SL an allocationJ of 31.4 x 10.6 )
} /PQ-40 (Authorizes use of 72 x 10"6 )
LpQ-561 (Au*%-_zesvseo¢ 1_ ,_ 10-6)
Suballocatlon Schemes PQ-53 (Implies a methodology)
VENUS Mariner Venus '62 (no evidence of requirement)
Mariner Venus '67 (Governed by s_eclflcatlon derived
from COSPAR 26_5)
Mariner Venus/Mer:ury '7_ PQ-53 (Authorizes use or 70 x 10 "8)
i
Suballocation Scheme_ PQ-71 (Allocates to ._5 lcr_ders und
15 non-Tanders)
l JUPITER Pioneer F a_d G I PQ'71 F_ec°mmends 64 " t0"6'°randG)
t LPQ-49 (Authorlze_ 64 x 10 "6)
_
t
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the preparation of such a listing with definitions, references to pertinent re-- r
search, and approved numerical values or ranges.
The major deve' pment under this task has been the design, prepa.-
ation and issuance of the PQ Specification Book, referred to in this report in
Task 1. After the review and assessmentof over 30 separate parameters a docu-
ment was prepared confaining specificotion sheets for each parameter approved
by the PQO for use or for planning pu-poses by unmanned planetary space pro-
grams. This document was issued under NASA cognizance to appropriate NASA
Centers, flight proiect._ and active contractor personnel. Appropriate provisions
are in effect to maintain the PQ Specification Book in up-to-date condition to
en_ure that it accurately reflects the current regulations and standards issued by
the PQO.
The document and its intended utilization were described by E.J.
Baconat the AIBS Spacecraft Sterilization S_minar in Denver on July 11, 1973.
t Task 6. Preparation of Technica! Information Memoi
The Planetary Quarantine Technical Information Memo (TIM) is a
brief, informal newsletter containing summqries of research results of note,
meetings, significant travel plans, policy _ cisions, changes in personnel, initi-
; ! atlon of new research tasks, and management decdlines.
t
The issuance of TIMs was discontinued in the course of this contract
t_ period, per the direction of the PQO. As a result, only two editions wereissu_l:
7/6/73 - Listed planned presentations at COSPAR,Konstanz, FRG; reported on Stockholm
symposium on automated biology methods;
' I" and discussed change in KSC-USPHS lab
| support.
1 8/23/73 - Reported on status of KSCoteflon tests, on
r LSC Viking Meetings at TRW, and on the
new JPL role in directing the KSC-assay
I lab operations.J
Copies of the above two TIMs are contained in Appendix B.
!"
. t
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, Task 7. Evaluation of Flight Project Quarantine Plans
1
This task provides support to the PQO in the review and approval of
flight project documentation and in the exercising of his surveillance responsi-
bilities for assuring flight project compliance with PQ requirements.
During the contract year, the following documents were reviewed:
1. Pioneer 11 Post Launch Analysis Report
2. Pioneer 11 Pre-Maneuver Analysis of Probability of
Contamination to the Planet Jupiter
3. Pioneer 11 Pre-Maneuver Analysis of Probability of
Contamination to the Planet Saturn
4. MVM '73 Pre-Launch Analysis Report
5. MVM '73 (Mariner 10) Post-Launch Analysis Report
6. MJS '77 Planetary Quarantine Plan
7. Viking '75 Program .°lanetary Quarantine Plan
(Preliminary, revised and final copies)
8. Viking '75 Program Lander Capsule Steril.;zation Plan
(Preliminary, revised and final copies)
9. Viking '75 Program Microbiological Assay and Monitoring
Plan (Preliminary, revised and final copies)
The Pioneer 11 Post Launch Analysis reoort was approved and trans-
_ miffed August 7, 1973 to the SSB for referral to COSPAR.
The Pioneer Project was requested by the PQO to supplement its Post-
t- Launch Analysis to include the effects of the proposed option to encounter the1
planet Saturn. To assist in this analysis, the PQO issued tentative working values
for P(g) for Saturn and its satellites and for an allocation of Pc for this leg of the
i mission. The fur'ker analysis of this option was discussedduring a meeting at
' t ARC on August 23, 1973 attended by the PQO, members of the Pioneer Project
and Exotech. Two pre-maneuver analysis reports were subsequently issued for the
! probability of co_ltamlnation to the planets Jupiter and Saturn. Both reports were
reviewed, were found satisfactory and were recommended to the PQO for approval.
i The MVM '73 Pre-Launch Analysis was approved ar,d the missionwas
certified for launch. The subsequentpost-launch analysis report was also ap-
I " proved and a transmittal letter to SSBwas prepared for referral to COSPAR.
J The MJS '77 Planetary Quarantine Plan was approved.
12
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The preliminary drafts o_ the three Viking '75 plans were reviewed in
meeting held in Washington, D. C. on September 25-26, 1973. Meeting
attendees were:
Professor R. Bond, Chairman AIBS, PQP
Dr. L.B. Hall PQO
Mr. L. Daspit (Viking Project) NASA/Langley
Dr. J.A. Stern Bionetics Corp.
Mr. M.J. Landry Bionetics Corp.
Mr. S. Schalkowsky Exotech
i Mr. R.P. Wolfson Exotech
Working agreen;ents were reached on all items discussed. The plans
,i were then revised by the project accordingly and were reviewed by our staff in
detail.
In connection with our review of the Viking '75 PQ Plant and lower
level PQ documents, working sessions have commenced in Langley, Virginia
i during which review and discussion of drafts of all pertir,ent models were initiated.
These models included the Bio-Burden Model, the Sterilization Model and the PQ
model. In addition to the plans and models, draft revisions of other documents re-
! lating to pertinent analyses were received and reviewed.
L
As a result of our working se "ons at Langley, Virginia, and the several
! documents received and reviewed, a wo, ing PQ milestone schedule was issued
1 with a copy submitted to the PQO. This working review activity of the Viking
Models, reports, and analyses will be a continuing major effort during the coming
- contract year.
A list of Flight Project PQ-related meeting_ attended during this con-
1 tract year is given in Task 10 of this report.
I Task 8. Supporting Analysis of Planetary Quarantine Sterilization Parameters
This task includes analyses and evaluations iP_ended to support theinterpretatlon of research results and to facilitate the quantification of PQ
requirements.
I During the contract year, several _ssignments were carried out under
this task.
" _ At the request of the PQO, an analytical review of data from teflon-
_ strip experiments with naturc_!ly occurring organisms was undertaken in order to
" 13
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Iidentify the heat resistance of the "hardy" subpopulation and the fraction of
that subpopulation to the total spore populc " ", ,esults of this analysis
were presented by Mr. P.D. Stabekis to the PQP at k,_,t,_ Kennedy, Florida
on April 26, 1973 and at the AIBS Spacecraft Sterilization Seminar at Denver
on July 11, 1973. Mr. Stabekis' presentation is included in Appendix A.
Subsequent to this analysis, a review of the impact of the results of
the heat inactivation tests of naturally occurring organisms on sterilization re-
quirements was undertaken. This study, referred to in Task 1, was presented
by Mr. S. Schalkowsky to the AIBS PQP at Denver on July 13, 1973.
Another effort under this task was the review of data on lethal effects
of space UV and the modification of the specification sheet for the probability
of surviving UV by applying a correction factor to account for the change in UV
flux with distance from the Sun.
Data relating to potential inactivation due to solar radiation and
exposure to trapped belt radiation were re,,i_wed with particular reference to
the value of space survival parameters for Martian and Oute._ Planet missions.
The possibilities of exposure to high intensity fluxes with sufficient energy and
duration for effective reduction of surface burden were investigated. A major
portion of the applicable experimental data was the work performed by the JPL.
At the request of the PQO, a preliminary analysis was performed of
• the probability of contamination of the Viking Biology Instrument (VBI) both
directly from viable microorganisms on the instrument's surfaces after steriliza- i
tlon and indirectly from viable microorganisms released from the Viking Lander's
! surfaces, deposited onto the VBI's primary sample field, picked up by the sample
1 scoop and transferred to the interior of the VBI. This analysis was performed
using R. Puleo's "hardy organism" fraction.
I Currently, preliminary consideration is being given to a Mars Surface
Sample Return (MSSR) mission by the NASA. Our effort has heen devoted during
_ the contract period to reviewing the current studies, mission options, and scien-I
f tific questions relevant to this activity. Preliminary identification has been
: made of the risk elements and anaiysis tasks necessary for such return missions.
I Effort will continue to review on-going activities and to identify the basic
I possible risk analysis approaches which might be applicable to this type sample
return missions.
1
!
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r_, Task 9. Preparation of Technical Presentations
,J
" This task relates to the preparation of written and graphic mater_al
as required by the PQO for publications, briefings, speecheson PQ subjects
and communicationsto individuals and groups.
During the contract period the followlng supportwasprovided under
this task:
D
.'| Written, visual and taped material documenting the
_| PQ presentation of January 23, 1973 to an Ad Hoc
Subcommitteeof the Life SciencesCommitted.
[This activity ispartial ly complete• ]
• Visual materials prepared for presentation to the PQP
April 1973 at the Kennedy Space Center.
• F;nal preparation of the presentation of the COSPAR
meeting at Konstanz, FRG., May 1973.
• Preparation and reproduction of Contamination Logs
for Mars, Venus and Jupiter for delivery at COSPAR.
• Preparationand reproduction of SpeEfication Sheets
I- for U.S. Planetary Quarantine Programfor dlstribu-
tion to COSPARattendees. [Unofficial document
preparedspecially for COSPAR]
l
t
4 . Support to the PQO in preparation of a paper on con-
trol aspectsof PQ for publication in a future issueof
i Critical Reviewsin EnvironmentalControl produced
i by the Chemical RubberCompany.
7
1 Microbial Viability Under Exposureto the SimulatedSpaceTravel Stressesof Temperature,Time end
,1 Vacuum, presentedby R.P. Wolfson to the AIBS PQ
Panel, Cape Kennedy, April 26, 1973.
• Preliminary Analysis of Early Teflon Strip Experimental
Data on Naturally Occurring Organisms, presented by
P.D. Stabekisto the AIBS PQ Panel, Cape Kennedy,
April 26, 1973.
• . Visual material on quarantineconcernsin samplereturn
missionsfor presentationto the Administrator,Office of
SpaceScience in September1973.
I 15
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• Methodology for Analyzing Heat Inactivation Testing
of Naturally Occurring Organisms, presented by P.D.
Stabekls to AIBS Spacecraft and Sterilization Seminar,
Denver, July 11, 1973.
PQ Parameter Evaluation Control and Information Dis-
semination, presented by E.J. Bacon to the AIBS Space-
craft Sterilization Seminar, Denver, July 11, 1973.
Implications of New Information on Sterilization Recl..ire-
ments, presented by S. Schalkowsky to the AIBS PQ Panel,
Denver, July 13, 1973.
1
. Summarization of technical data in graphical form for
the PQO to support his presentation at the meeting on
MSSR held at _he NASA/Ames Research Center on
t October 24- 25, 1973.
. "Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine," Chapter 4.
"Planetary Quarantine Principles, Practices and Problems."
Final copy submitted to Dr. White.
I : Task 10. Technical Support at Meetings
t
The PQO has frequent need for technical support relative to meetings
I of the LSC, SSB, COSPAR, flight project PQ reviews and working groups and
I experimenters' conferences• This task covers the provision of this support on re-
quest of the PQO and includes the compilation of analytical datat attendance at
t specified meetings and presentations as requestedt
i Such _upport was provided for the following meetings and conferences:
1973 - April 19-20 JPL/Exotech Meeting re P(st) and JPL
Experimental Data - Pasadena, Calif.
April 26-27 Planetary Quarantine Panel Cape Kennedy, Fla.
May 19 PQO/VPO/Bionetics/Exotech -- Viking
Discussions NASA/Headquarters
May 29 Bionetics/Exote,:h -- Viking PQ Review Hampton, Virginia
May 30-31 Wild Organlsf.' Experimental Data Cape Kennedy, Fla.
I June 1 Wild Organism ,'xperimental Data (con't.) Cape Kennedy, Fla.
June 28 PQO/Langley/B,onetics/Exotech -
_ _ Viking PQ Review Meetlng Hampton, Virginia
! 16
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July 11-12 AIBS Spacecraft Sterilization Seminar Denver, Colorado
July 12-13 AIBS Planetary Quarantine Panel Denver, Colorado
Aug. 15 Viking Siology Instrumentation Meeting Hampton, Virginia
Aug. 21 Viking Biology Instrumentation Meeting TRW- Los Angeles
Aug. 22 Back Contamination Meeting JPL - Pasadena
Aug. 23 Pioneer 10 and 11 NASA/Ames, Calif.
Sept. 18-20 Viking Lander Critical Design Review Denver, Colorado
Sept. 25-26 Viking PQ Plans - Review Meeting Washington, D.C.
Oct. 4-5 Viking PQ Review Meeting Hampton, Virginia
Oct. 24-25 Mars Surface Sample Re|urn Symposium NASA/Ames, Calif.
, Oct. 25 Viking PQ Analysis Meeting SRI, Calif.
I Nov. 1-2 AI_S Planetary Quarantine Panel Cape Kennedy, Fla.
I
Dec. 19-20 Viking PQ Review Meeting Hampton, Virginia
I 1974- Jan. 10 Pioneer 11 Retargeting Meeting NASA/Headquarters
! Feb. 19 Viking PQ Related Meeting NASA/Ames, Calif.
Feb. 20 Pioneer 11 PQ Review Meeting San Francisco, Calif.
Feb. 20-21 AIBS Spacecraft Sterilization Seminar San Francisco, Calif.
I Feb. 22 AIBS Planetary Quarantine Panel San Francisco, Calif.Feb. 25-26 Viking Rev:.ew- PTC Sterilization Denver, Colorado
! Mar. 14 Viking PQ Review NASA/Headquarters
i Mar. 20 Viking Orbiter PQ Review JPL - Pasadena
Mar. 20-21 NHB 8020.12 Revision Meeting JPL .- Pasadena
I
1 Task 11o Support of Technology Transfer
i This task supports the transfer of PQ technology between Centers,
J k.etween Centers and Projects, between NASA and its contractors and between
NASA and the scientific community. It covers such activities as the preparation
• of iechnical presentations and technical supportat meetings (subjects of Task 9
and 10), as well as the disseminationof PQ technology information upon referral
of inquiries by the PQO and the preparation of material for the AIBS PQ Panel.
17
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IRequestsfor PQ information have been received from PQO staff and
the GWUBSCP and have been filled by retrievals from the QDS. In addition,
assistance was provided in suggesting items for consideration at the PQP meeting
scheduled for July 12 and 13 in Denver.
Task 12. Integrated Resumesof NASA Research
This task is intended to provide resumesof research combining all
relevant data from all sources on a specific subject.
No specific assignmentshave been made under this task during this
contract period; however, several impc'tant research areas have been reviewed
and pertinent data compiled or reported verbally. These areas include:
Back contamination and sample return, and
. PQ needs for outer planet missions.
f
1
I
I
I
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The accomplishmentsof the past year are typified by the develop-
ment and publication of a full set of updated Planetary Quarantine Parameter
Specifications for use in unmanned scientific missionsto the planets. The
resultsof experimental and analytical tasks undertaken in support of the pro-
gram throughout more than eleven years have been gleaned to obtain the level
of definition needed at this critical time of implementation in the Viking
Project which will place the first U.S. lander capsule on Mars. The emphasis
in the tasksperformed under this contract has been on coordinated evaluation,
analysis, documentation and presentation of PQ requirements to enhance ef-
fective implementation in flight projects. Focus has been on active flight
projects particularly Viking and Pioneer, however, prospects for missionsto
the outer planets and a return flight from the surface of Mars have drawn sig-
• re
r._Ir_cantattention.
The Viking Project has now progressedinto the advanced stagesof
preparation for transfer to the launch site. Over the next eighteen monthsor
more, the Planetary Quarantine operations in support of the Viking Mission
will steadily inter._ify with the frequency of events thct mustbe observed,
evaluated with respect to PQ requirements, and approved step-by-step to in-
sure validity of PQ measuresand certification. Scheduling of the operations
will be critical and mustbe closely coordinated with Viking schedulesand
! sensitive to real time developments within the project.
t
Concurrent effort should be afforded the research and planning
I tasks requisite for m;ssionsto the outer planets and for the return to Earth of
J samplesof planetary surfaces. Appropriate tasksshould be defined and initi-
ated to provide for analyses of PQ-related risks in such missions, definition
! of the measuresrequired for adequate safeguards, identification of experl-
I mental research needed to provide basic data for parameter evaluation and the
• development of PQ operations plans for such missions.
!
1
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APPENDIX A
- P(st) Analysis
- Analytical Review of Data from
Early Teflon Strip Experiments
- Implications of New Information on
Steril _.,ation Requirements
.
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P(st) ANALYSIS
Presentation
to
PQAP
Cape Kennedy, Florida
, April 26, 1973
.
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P(st) Analysis
Summary,
At the request of the PQO, a review was made of:
1) the previous data and presentations which had been
made to PQP;
2) the current jPL Vacuum-Temperature Data being
prepared by Dr. D. Taylor; and
3) pertinent literature bearing on P(st).
Recommendations, based on the above review anJ analysis were
prepared and presented to PQP on April 26, 1973 at Cape Kenl.edy,
i Florida.
Previous P(st) Presentations
The first PQP presentation reviewed was that presented by
Dr. J. Stern of Bionetics Corp. during October 1972 at the Atlanta
PQP meeting. This presentation reviewed most of the applicable
I literature. Figure 3.1-1 is typical of the data presented concerning
l survival of vegetative organisms. Data also was presented on survival
of sporesunder various temperature and time environments. After re-
viewing the material presented by Dr. Stern it was apparent that the
wide spreadof data was due, in partt |o the fact that the work re-
viewed included at least three major variables: organism type; test
temperature; and, exposure time. Hence, a clear picture of the ef-
fects of vacuum and temperature on organism survival really required
a matrix of experimental data ns illustrated in Figure 3.1-2.
i The next prior presentation reviewed was the JPL presentation
at New Orleans on January 30 -- Febnjary 1, 1973 by Dr. Taylor. The
[ daa presented is typified by Figures 3.1-3; 3.1-4; 3.1-5; and, 3.1-6.The data i Figures 3.1-5 and 3.1-6, although not so labeled, was only
on the spore forming isolates. Study of the JPL presentation indicated:
I 1) the data was preliminary and had not been reduced; 2) the JPL ex-periment was ve._/ complete and included all elements of the matrTx
shown in Figure 3.1-2; ands 3) the data could be presented in a three
I dimensional format for the two variables of time and temperature, asillustrated in Figure 3.1-7.
| 22
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Coordination with JPL
Review and discussionswe,e held with Dr. D. Taylor to obtain
the final reduced dat_Jfrom JPL's computer analysis of these vacuum-
i temperature data. This data was subsequentlypresented at the April 26,1973 PQP presentation at Cape Kennedy by Dr. Taylor.
i Literature Review and PQP Presentation of a Proposed P(st)
The appropriate literature was reviewed on the survival of
I organismsafter exposure to various high vacuum-temperature exposures.J
t Figures 3.1-8 and 3.1-9 show two examples of the type of data in the
literature. In general, there was a wide range of: 1) organisms;
l 2) temperatures; 3) exposure times; and_ 4) vacuum levels. Hence,
• exact comparisor_swere difficult. Figures 3.1-10 and 3.1-11 shaw
plots of all relevant data for sporesand vegetative organismscompared
i to Dr. D. Taylor's data.
T i Basedon all the data reviewed certain gener,J! ground rules
were stated (F;gure 3.1-12") and using these groun_ _,_le_, and tfl,:.
___ data presentedby Dr. ]aylor on Ap.'_l 26, 1973, c:proposed r,_proach
l to a P (st) parameter was prepared and pre,_ented to PGP :o, t_'ir con-
sideration (see Figure 3.1-13).
[
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P.I. _mshenetskY/ i i s ,i
Ref. No. 581 ......
Organism: [_ Spore _ Vegetative Name see below ..
t
i. [_ Temperature -23oc ......
_ Duration 3 days
_ Surviving Fraction seebelow
tL .
_;i" Vacuum 10-9 mm llg
/?-:.i !
" Name Surviving Fraction
• :;_
.... Sarclna flava .305
'- L
_kr. :_._: Mycobacteriumrubrum .302
'/ _;: I Pseudomonas pyocs,an_ .0034• _ cherici_iacoli 047 ..
_ Pseudomona_sfl'--"_rescens 0
'_": I Serratia marcescens .. 0
$,
_,_.c1_ Vib io metchnikouii
I
• I_*_ Pl_re 3.1-8
I
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I ANALYTICAL REVIEWOF DATA
FROM EARLYTEFLON STRIPEXPERIMENTS
i!
Presentation
' [ to
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Cape Kennedy, Florida
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EarlyTeflonStripExperimentAnalysis
I" suw_y
I At the requestof the PQC),an analyticalreviewof datafrom
earlyteflonstripexperiments,usingwildorganisms,wasundertakenand
theresultsandrecommendationspresentedto PQPonApril 26, 1973at
i CopeKennedy,Florida. Thisreportsummarizesresultsof thisactivity.
- Di ISCUll oni i
Dataresultingfromteflonstrlpexperimentsconductedat JPL[-
, [_. ¢_I CopeKennedywithwildorganismswerereviewedandanalyzedin
: ! oneffortto developa valid metho&IoW to identifythefractionof the
! I: survivingmE_-1_gulationandItsheatresistance.
J
i '_ Theexperimentsat JPLwereconductedat 125°C; the Cope
i I I_ experimentsincludedtestsat both 123° C and 113° C temperatures.
! "_ In thecourseof theanalysis,it wasrecognizedthat the initial
! _ _ sporepopulationconsistedof wvemlsub-populationsof varyingheati resistance. It be amethepurposeof thereviewlo identiFfthemost
i hardysub-population.
; TheovailabledotofromJPLandthe preliminary_ta from
theCapeweekwerefirsttreatedsimilarlyto arriveat anaverageinitial
i _ sporepopulation(.No) andto estimatethemostprobablenumber(MPN) i
_ of survivorsforeachrun. Thesedatawerethenplottedversusheatmg
i time. Inall instancesthe final twodatapointswereusedto c_6_iveD
_ values.
' Theuseof only thefinal t_o datapoints(insteadof a "best
{; HJ mo_thootre*Jstontsul_|atlon. Inoddition, the lasttwodoto
pointsorethemostvalidstotlstlmllysincetheerrorassociatedwith i
_ theirdeterminationthroughtheMPN techniqueIsminimalwhencorn- *
t poredwithearlierdatapointshavingrelativelyhigh MPN's. ;
mo_heatmbtont _u_la omand, throughvxtmpolot.on,_.
No _ng to thatsub-lmpulationwasderived. Throughth.s
pinch.lure, in followinggroph_ondsummon/tobies,theabovm.the
froctL')nof the inltlol qx)m Ioodrellmmntingthemostresistant_ub-
populationwasobtalned.38 _'*_
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It issignificant to note the consistencyobservedin all of z
' the data, andthe fact that it appearsfromtheseresultsthat the Z
_ value of 21°C holdsfor the wild org(._isms. It is recognized, how-
ever, that the analysisis bawd on preliminaryand, in the caseof l
113° C experiments,incompletedata. Hence, recommendations [
r were madefar additional data particularly in the "egionwherethefmctlon of survivors is low.
• I! A further recommendationrelates to the characterization
of survivorswhich, it is felt, .houldbe taken into accountin any
I" reevaluationof P(g).
The fallowing figures,descriptiveof the aboveanalysis,
i _ werepresentedto PQP at Cape Kennedyon April 26, 1973.
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_,_ PMMEDIATE co'NSIDE RATIONS
._: J Are preliminary values der,ved by Exotech usable?
i I <°: = 25 hrs c_ 113°C, [N:/No]s = 2.5 x 10 "3)
I 2 [No/No] m
i _, What is an acceptable preliminary value?
:- _ J Is the same value as for surfaces reasonable?
i _ _I 3 'N *'_' '
t O//_,_ Jb
What _s an acceptable preliminary value?Is the same value as for surfaces reasonable?
J 4 Lander P(g)
,,_. J Are there sufficient new inputs (see chart) to justify
: _" a re-evaluation of P(g) for landers?
i
I
!
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Issuedby Exotech Systems,Inc., 5205 Leesl0urgPike,
Falls Church, Virginia 22041, by directionof NASA's
-[ Planetary Quarantine Officer.
ANNUAL COSPARMEETING
The 1973 Meeting of the COSPARWorkingGroup 5 washeld May 29
throughJune2 at Konstanz, FRG. Ten (10) paperswere presentedat the meet-
ingof Panel D, Planetary Quarantine:
L.7.1 TenYearsof Developmentof the Planetary Quarantine Program
of the United States, by L.B. Hall.
. L.7.2 Verification of the Efficacy of Spacecraft Sterilization, _y V. I.
Vashkov, N.V. Ramkova,G.V. Shcheglova,et al.
J " L.7.3 TheViking Project PlanetaryQuarantine Considerations,by
L.P. Daspit.
;_! L.7.4 Dry Heat Sterilization forViking Landers,by R.D. Howell.
; _'! Ii! _ L.7.5 LunarSampleQuarantine Procedur.s: Interactionwith Non-
Quarantine Experiments,by M.B. DukeandM.A. Reynolds.
'liI L.7.6 Lethality of the SpaceEnvironmentfor Microorganisms,byD.M. Taylor, et al.
! I _ L.7.7 TerrestrialQuarantine Conslderatlonsfor UnmannedSample
i _ ReturnMissions,by k.W. Miller, W. Stavro, D.M. Taylor
• * 1 andA.R. Hoffman.
J: L.7.8 Reductionof Microbial Burdenby Heating Due to Spacecraftf
t I. Entry Into the Jupiter Atmosphere,by C. Gonzalez, W. Jaworski,
A. McRonaldandA.R. Hoffman.
i J_ L.7.9 QuarantineConstraintsasApplied to Satellites, by A.R. Hoffman,W. Stavro, and C. Gonzalez.
! "!_ L.7.10 Probabilityof GrowthAnalysisfor Jupiter, SaturnandTheir
, _ Satellites, by R.M. Berkmanand D.M. Taylor.
_ Thepaper by V.I. Vashkov, et al reportedthat in the USSR,studiesare
_ being madeof the effectivenessof dry heat_gas and radiation sterilization for
li I _! PQ purposes..Microbial strainshave beenselectedfor this workon the basisof
i _ their providing"standard"resistancesto given sterilization agents. The paper
_ addssignificantly to the informationavailable on PQ work in the USSR.
I EXOTECH 8YSTEM$, INC.
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Progresstoward meaningful collaboration between the United States and _
I the Soviet Union in PQ-related matters was achieved during the COSPAR meet- !iings with an agreement to exci_ange specimensof test organism cultures. Details _1 I
of the exchange protocol are now being worked out and the USSRcultures are J
- expected to be available later this summer, i
PQ PARAMETER BOOK _ [
A notebook format is being developed for PQ Officer-authorized speci- :
ficotion sheetscovering the full range of PQ para:neters. The objective is to
provide an individualized, controlled collection of parameter sp_clfication and
information sheets for use by Flight Project Personnel and others concerned with i
PQ standardsand compliance measures. Details on the development, distribution _
; _i and maintenance of these book: :':ill be presented at the Seminar in Denver, Cola- _
' rodo on July 11, 1973 T I M recipients not attending the seminar will receive i
I full information about the book in a letter from Dr. Hall in the near future. Dr.
_ Hall's letter on this subject will advise all interested parties on how to obtain a
r _ copy of the book. l
1 'ii :
.-; _ STOCKHOLM SYMPOSIUM i, :
I Dr. C.-G. Heden was instrumental in arranging a conference, early in
!_ June, on automated methods in bacteriology. Dr. J.E. Campbell of the
_ Cincinnati ResearchLaboratories desc ,d a device, now in prototype stage, for
! rapid counting of colonies. Dr. D. _ _r, Nobel Laureate, described equip-
i ment employing computer-coupled came,as to identify human pathogens. The i
;_ _ J_ initial stages of the work leading to this development were sponsoredby the PQ
: Program. Dr. Paxton Cady presented a paper describing a method of microbial
taxonomy using measurementsof electrical resistance of culture media. A high }
J_ specificity is claimed for this technique, with 75 strains identified. Antibiotic
agents were used to challenge suspectgrowth, i
USPHS WITHDRAWS PQ SUPPORT 1
' As a result of a 32% reduction in force at the Center for Disease Control,
' i Atlanta, Georgia, the USPHS has announced that it will withdraw its supportof
the Planetary Quarant. • Program. This action affects operations and personnelat the Cape Ke._nedy BioassayL boratory, the Pho nix Laboratories and NASA/
Headquarters staff. Altematlves for sponsorshipof the affected personnel are
I being actively pursued, The CDC has agreed to a continuation of Dr. Favero'scontribution on a limited basis. It is fully anticipated that empJoymentof the
other staff members will be sustained through another organization before the CDC
I cut off date of September 14, 1973.
&
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PAPERSINVITED
Dr. Carl Sagan, as editor of ICARUS,hasextended an invitation viaLarry Hall for all participants in PQ-mlated research to consider that journal _
as a passible veh|cle for publication of papers. Particular interest was ex-
!" pressedfor papers concerned with the growth of microorganismson planetarysurfaces and atmospheres.
DR. BREWERIS BACK
! } We are very pleased to be able to report that Dr. Brewerhas marie _od
: progress in recovering Frominjuries sustained in his motorcycle acciden:. He
met with other ,,embers of the PQ Panel at Cape Kennedy in April and is ex-
! pected to affend the upcoming Seminar in Denver.
' l! MEETINGS
¢
i ] AIBS Seminar Denver t Colorudo July 11 - 12, 1973
Planetary Quarantine
Ii Panel Denver, Colorado July 13, 1973
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The Jet PropulsionLaboratory (JPL) has been assignedthe project office
I role for Planetary Quarantine. The procurement and monitoring of mostof theesearch und rtaken by the Planetary Qua anti e Program, including the opera-
tion of the bio;ogical laboratory at KSC, will be the responsibility of JPL.
|_ Dr. Charles Craven will serve as JPL's project manager and will direct all re-
_- I lated work.
)
U SSR LAUNCHES MARS SPACECRAFT
The U SSR took advantage of the 1973 Mars window to launch four space- i
craft, Mars 4, 5, 6 and 7. It is expected that their mission includes orbiting the •
planet, making Mariner 9-type observations. There is considerable speculation on
i the possibility of a surface probe and a soft landing. These flights continue thetradition of strong Soviet commitment to planetary exploration. Since such explor-
ation started, the U SSR has taker, 'virtually every opportunity to launch probes to
r_ Mars and Venus.
L ,_- J_ EXTINCTION IN LOW HUMIDITY TESTS
Recent heat inactivation tests at extremely low water levels conducted by
I! Rudy Pule_'s group on naturally occurring contamination collected by fall out on
teflon strips at KSC are showing microbial extinction in most cases. These tests
tend to substantiate/with naturally occurring microorganisms, the effect established
I in the laboratory by Pflug, An.gelotti, Campbell and others with subcultures. The
a recent tests were run at 113°C with lessthan 0.01 mg/liter of water for the dur-
ation of the planned Viking Lander capsu;e sterilization cycle.
I US - U SS R MICROORGANISM EXCHANGE
_ I The planned exchange of micrcorganismcolonies filM: VoJ. 2, No. 1, _
• i July 1973] hasbeen advanced by the recent shipment by the US of a wide variety
J of strains including the "super" spore. Unfortunately, the reciprocal shipment has
I been delayed because of US import controls but completion of arrangements is ex-
pected in the next few weeks.
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_,_ ODORLESSFORMALDEHYDEDFVELOPEDBY SANDIA
_ I Threenew formaldehydedisinfectantsthat do not emit the irritating odor
m andvaporof regular formaldehydehave beenannouncedby SandiaLabor_'tories.
Thesenewly-developedcompoundshouldbe useful _na numberof hospital and
I householdapplicationswhere regular formaldehydeisobjectionable despiteits
_ bacteriacidal effectiveness. NASA hasfiled for a patenton the new d;sinfec-
tantswhichwere developedby RalphE. Trujillo and Kermit F. Lindell during
| PQ research.
I LSC MEETINGS AT TRW
t _ ! Twosubcommitteesof the NASA Life SciencesCommitteemet at T RW in
J LosAnneles on August21 and 22 to review the Viking biologyexperimentpackage.
i The pr,._ andmembersof the project PQ groupattended.
ij.. PERSONAL,ADr. Jerry J. Tulis presenteda papera_"the recent StockholmSymposiumon
_ RapidMethodsand Automation in Microbiology. Drs. Hall and Campbell attended
j the meeting.
Dr. Johr:Brewerwill spendmuchof Augustat the Universityof Minnesota
coordinatingexperimentalaspectsof the work of Hardin-Simmonson the heat re-sistanceof psychrophilicmicroorganisms.
__.,'_
_ Dr. G. Br;ggsPhillips reportsthat Dr. W.S, Miller of the Becton, Dickin-
_'_ Jl so _earch Center hasbeen appointedto the American Academyfor Microbiology.ILl
_:_, Dr. RichardGreen hasbeenappointedDeputyManager, BiomedicalSystems,
_ _ Jl in the JPL Civil SystemsProject Offic_
__,_ _._' •
_ Mary Christensenis also working in the JPL Civil SystemsProject Office.
_'_ _ He is theTask I_anageron the StudentAavlsoryResourceSystemin the Public Safety
/_._ _ Systemsgroupand interfaceswith the Stateof California Departmentof Education.
_ Dr. Martin S. Faveroreportedto the AIBS Seminar in Denveron the very
:i I_1 significant work that he and his colleagueshave beenundertaking in contamination
•" L_ controlin identifying and reducing microbiological hazardsassociatedwith artificial
kidney machines.
r _ _" L'B" Hall plansto be vacationing in Georgia and Floridaduringthe first
, _ twoweeksof September.
,t%: _r. RoyCameron,well known in planetary quarantineactivities for his work
•"._i_! on the microbiologyof the dry valleys of Antartica, is nowDirector of the Charles
.-. Darwin ResearchInstitute; 24703 Dana Drive, Dana Harbor; Dana Point, California
92629.
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